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 zip. I do NOT sell crack, the crack is just share my project for free. This tutorial shows how to create a fully functional Ableton
Live Suite 8.0.1 project with an entire virtual instrument, known as the Novation Bass Station, using the free and fully loaded

version of Ableton Live Suite 8.0.1. In the project included on this tutorial, I show how to create a fully functioning song with a
number of useful features including a selection of high quality wav samples, five instruments, song structure and a percussion

instrument. I also show how to create the virtual instruments using the Novation Bass Station VST instrument and how to create
an effect that will make a bus sound like an instrument. One of the advantages of using Ableton Live is that it has a huge

community of users who have been helping each other to make their projects easier. I was able to learn a lot from other users
who have shared their projects on the internet and on SoundCloud. If you find it useful, please feel free to like my page on

SoundCloud and leave a comment or a kudos. AVAILABLE HERE: [ BOTTOM: HTML version of this tutorial ] [ BOTTOM:
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Downloadable zip file ] #1: Learn to Build a Song (required) In this tutorial, we learn to make a song which includes all of the
following elements: - Compose a song in Ableton Live - Add a drum pattern - Record the song - Compose a solo - Add a track
#2: Turn a Bus into an Instrument (required) In this tutorial, we learn how to turn a bus into an instrument by using an effect to

turn it into a horn. #3: Add a Drum (required) In this tutorial, we add a sample of a drum machine by using a drum rack. #4:
Add Instruments (required) In this tutorial, we add three instruments, a guitar, a piano, and a synth. #5: Create a Vocal

(optional) In this tutorial, we learn how to create a vocal using the electric piano. #6: Add a Percussion Instrument (required) In
this tutorial, we add a percussion instrument 520fdb1ae7
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